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Abstract- Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) are two common
techniques used for classification and dimensionality
reduction. These techniques typically use a linear
transformation which can either be implemented in a
class-dependent or class-independent fashion. PCA is a
feature classification technique in which the data in the
input space is transformed to a feature space where the
features are decorrelated. On the other hand, the
optimization criterion for LDA attempts to maximize
class separability. In this paper we quantify the efficacy
of these two algor i thms along wi th two other
classification techniques, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) and Independent Components Analysis (ICA).
The problem of classifying forestry images based on
their scenic beauty is considered. On a standard
evaluation task consisting of 478 training images and
159 test images, class-dependent LDA produced a
35.22% misclassification rate, which is significantly
better than the 43.3% rate obtained using PCA and is
on par with the performance of ICA and SVM.

INTRODUCTION

The Euclidean distance metric is the simplest and mo
commonly used distance metric for classification of data.
is assumed that we can define a representative member
every class involved in the classification problem. The te
sample is then assigned the class to whose representa
member it is closest. However, classes may have signific
overlap in the input space making the Euclidean distan
metric ineffective. To counter this problem, data i
transformed to a feature space where the classes are b
separated or the features are independent and the dista
metric is more effective. Figure 1 shows a typical sequen
of steps employed in the implementation of a classifier. T
signal modeling techniques discussed in this paper h
define the new feature space.

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), like Principal
Components Analysis (PCA), is a tool for multigroup dat
classification and dimensionality reduction. LDA
maximizes the ratio of between-class variance to t
t
t
for
t
ive
nt
e

tter
nce

within-class variance in any particular data set there
guaranteeing maximal separability [1]. The primar
difference between LDA and PCA is that PCA perform
feature classification while LDA performs data classificatio
PCA changes both the shape and location of the data in
transformed space whereas LDA builds a definite decisi
region between the classes.

Independent Components Analysis (ICA) [5] and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [6] are two nonlinea
classification techniques getting significant attention
recent years. There is, however, a clear distinction betwe
SVM and other techniques discussed in this paper. SVM i
classification technique whereas the others are data mode
techniques that make classification more effective. ICA a
SVM are inherently iterative in nature and, computationall
are very expensive compared to LDA or PCA. However, th
have been applied to several classification tasks wi
extremely encouraging results [6], performing better tha
other nonlinear classifiers like neural networks and radi
basis functions. In this paper we describe LDA in detail an
present results of the different classification schemes on
forestry image data.

LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

LDA is a transform-based method which attempts
minimize the ratio of within-class scatter to the betwee
class scatter. The mathematical formulation involved in t
theory of LDA is explained in the following sections.

A within-class scatter matrix defines the scatter o
samples around their respective class centers (means) an
e
Figure 1. Overview of the classification problem showing
basic components involved in a classifier
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, (1)

where is the mean of the ‘th class and is th
relative occurrence of members of class in the trainin
data. A between-class scatter matrix defines the scatte
the expected vectors around the global mean and
computed as

(2)

where, is the global mean, is the mean of th
‘th class and is the relative occurrence of members

class  in the training data.

The overall or mixture scatter matrix is obtained by th
covariance matrix of all samples and is computed usin
Equation 3.

(3)
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The optimizing criterion to obtain the LDA transform is
a combination of within-class scatter, between-class sca
and the mixture-scatter. The criterion is set to maximize t
separation of the classes in the transformed space. T
criteria commonly used are:

(4)

(5)

(6)

LDA uses the last of these to optimize the class separation
the transform space.

The transformation matrix is formed by the eigenvecto
corresponding to the dominant eigenvalues of th
optimizing criterion. An eigenvector of a transformatio
represents a 1-D invariant subspace of the vector spac
which the transformation is applied. A set of thes
eigenvectors whose corresponding eigenvalues are non-z
are all linearly independent and invariant. Thus, any vec
space can be represented in terms of linear combinations
the eigenvectors. A linear dependency between feature
indicated by a zero eigenvalue. The eigenvector is compu
using

criterion inv Sw( ) Sb×ln=

criterion Sb µ Sw c–( )–=

criterion inv Sw( ) Sb×=

f
s

f

Figure 2. An example of class-dependent LDA with the
data in the original space (circles), data in transformed
space (diagonal lines), test points (crosses) and the decis
region obtained.
n

Figure 3. An example of class-independent LDA with the
data in the original space (circles), data in transformed spa
(diagonal lines), test points (crosses) and the decision reg
obtained.
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Figure 5. A block diagram showing the steps involved in
classification using LDA.
(7)

where,  and  correspond to different classes.

Once the transforms are obtained, the training data a
test data are transformed to the new space. Based on
Euclidean distance of the transformed test sample fro
each of the class centres in the transformed space, a cla
assigned to each test vector.

LDA for data classification can be implemented in tw
forms: Class-dependent and Class- independe
transformations. The class-dependent approach involve
maximizing the ratio of between-class covariance
within-class covariance for each class separately. Th
results in transformations, each corresponding to o
class. The class- independent approach involv
maximizing the ratio of between-class scatter to the withi
class scatter across all classes simultaneously. In the cla
independent approach the optimizing criterion is used
define a single transformation. Figures 2 and 3 sho
examples o f c lass -dependent LDA and c las
independent LDA for a simple two-class problem.

APPLICATION TO SBE ESTIMATION

We have applied LDA to the task of classifying forestr
images based on their scenic beauty [3]. The objective is
automatically classify a database of 637 images into eith
of three classes: high scenic beauty (HSBE), mediu
scenic beauty (MSBE) or low scenic beauty (LSBE). Th
reference values for the entire database are obtained

Φ1

Sw
1–

Mi M j–( )

Sw
1–

Mi M j–( )
--------------------------------------------=

i j

L

quantifying human judgements. Though the human subje
rated the images on a continuous scale, the problem was
as a classification problem by dividing the range of th
beauty estimates into three groups. Figure 4 shows how e
image was assigned to a class based on the scenic be
estimate (SBE) values [4].
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Algorithm Mis-classification Rate

LDA 35.22 %

PCA 43.30 %

ICA 33.44 %

SVM 33.00 %

Table 1. The performance of various classification
algorithms on the forestry images.
Figure 5 outlines the process of training a system
perform classification of the forestry images. We us
45 features composed of red, green, and blue distributio
the number o f long and shor t l i nes , en t ropy
compression ratio, and fractal dimension. The number
long and short lines act as a measure of the number of tr
and bushes in the image. The distributions of red, blue a
green are quantized to ten bins each.

EXPERIMENTS

Class-dependent LDA has been applied to classify t
forestry images. The results obtained are compared w
other classification algorithms like PCA, ICA and SVM
478 training and 159 test images, constituting set 1 of t
standard USFS database [4], were used.

The experimental setup consists of three phase
training, training-update and testing. The training proce
involves generating models for HSBE, MSBE and LSB
images of the training set. The mean and covariance of
features for each class are computed (these comprise
model definition). In the training-update phase betwee
class scatter and within-class scatter matrices of t
training images are computed. The LDA transformatio
matrix is defined. The models for the three classes a
transformed using this transformation matrix. In the testin
phase, each test image is transformed using t
transformation matrix for each of the classes. The distan
of each test image from the model for each class
computed. Classes are assigned based on the minim
Euclidean distance. The efficiency of the classification
represented in terms of the misclassification rate. T
misclassification rate is defined as the ratio of the numb
of misclassified images to the total number of test image

Table 1 shows the relative performance of the fou
classification techniques discussed in this paper. It is cle
from the results that data-classification techniques do
better job than feature-classification techniques like PC
The highly nonlinear nature of this classification problem
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makes the nonlinear classifiers like SVM well suited fo
classification. However, the trade-off between computation
costs and performance make LDA an attractive alternative

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have found that LDA performs on pa
with more advanced classification techniques. Though the
other techniques yield slightly better results, LDA i
attractive due to its computational simplicity. LDA was als
shown to be superior to PCA for the task of classifyin
forestry images. As part of our future work, we plan t
develop a Java-based demonstration which could be use
visualize LDA based transformations on user defined da
sets and also help the user appreciate the difference betw
the various classification techniques.
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